
THE HIERARCHY 

/ The Seven Rays of the Hierarchy and the Seven Races 

This evening we must ask your special attention,because we have quite a 
complicated problem_, and to explain it in the words we have available J -

probably there are a great many words I do not have available - but to pre
serve it in a form that is reasonable to the requirement is not going to be 
entirely easy unless we try to feel or experience something in the form of 
Overtoneso We have to depend upon Overtones for the communication of ideas 
which are not with.in the C"1'1'.lmon experience of individuals

0 
First let us con

sider one or two defi.nitions we are going to needo The first is the defini
tion of Adepto The word as we know it comes from the Western school and 
first came into prevalence during the period of alchemyo At that time ref
erence is made to the Hermetic Adepts and to the Alchemical Adepts, and from 
this usage it has probably extended into the field of modern esoteric lit
e:ra ture o Actually .9 the word is simply a term meaning Highly Proficient 9 a:s 
we say an individual is .adept in this or another field of activityo 

The Mahayana School of India does not have any such term o It uses in 
turn the term Arhato The meanings are considered interchangeableo I had a 
certain dictionary not long ago in which the term Arhat was used as the East
ern equivalent of Adepto This is superficial and very faulty. Such is not 
the case at alL The meaning of the word will give you the basic difference 
between the two schools 9 an amazingly clear line of difference if you think 
that wayo Arhat means one who is sdlledo Arhat from the Sanskrit means one 
who deserves. It is an entirely different concept" The deserving one, is 
the literal meaning of the wor.J;d Arhat. It has no sense within it of profi
ciency in the sense of superior ability. It is simply one who merits; who 
is in a condition in which he deserves somethingo The term A.,.,hat is not per ..:::...., 
sonal, 1.t is much more h1il1Illble and less arrogant than the statement of profi
ciency . It is the statement of one who merits oi-• deserves certain considera
tions. Deserve meaning 11capaci ty" created by meri.t. This is well worth remern
beringo 

Among the Chinese Buddhist in the Northern part of the Mahayanana Sys
tem the term Lohan is introducedo The Lohans are again considered equivalent 
to the Buddhist Arhat, but again it is quite different in meaning. Each na
tion taking a doctrine has to a degree individualized within that degree its 
own preferences and tastes, interpreted according to their own convictions. 
The Lohan,as it is used in China, literally means a Chanter, one who ·sings, 
The Lohan is one who sings the song of the Law; he is the Teacher, whose 
words, it is said, are so filled with beauty that even the simplest statement 
is a songo He is singing the Good Songo The parallel lies exactly in the 
European Troubadour, the true meaning being not a Troubadour but a Priest, 
a songster of sacred songs. So a Lohan does not necessarily imply he was a 
professional musician, or that he actually did sing in a good baritone, or 
anything of that nature, It imples the good message, the Truth coming through 
him,and that his message played on the Consciousness of those who received it 
as a song of Beauty, Hope and Salavationo Those are the more common terms 
used with the Adept Tradition in the East o 

The Brahmanic Mahatma or Great Self is again a slightly different term. 
In the Buddhist Philosophy the term or word which implies Great is nearly al
ways left outo It does not emphasize any aggrandizement• The Mahatma in Brah
manism is the Great Self; the Arhat is the Deserving Self, or that which has 
earned or merited in some wayo Therefore the Eastern Systems lay great empha
sis upon the term Merit as being the earning of life, that all life must be 
earned; all Truth must be deserved.9 and those who deserve it by Merit are 
called the Arhatso About fifty years after the Nirvana of the Great Buddha 
the first Assembly of the Arhats was held at the Saptaparna caverns. Now 
Saptaparna is also a very interesting wordo The word means Seven, Sapta, 
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parna, lotus or partso The Saptaparna has therefore seven rooms or apart
ments within :t t j and :i.n the Esoteric teachi.ngs of the Mahay.<Lna the Saptapar•
na caves is the heart with its seven roomsJ the same as is referred to by 
Hermesin the Aesclipian Dialogue where he says to his son, at least his son 
in Wisdom, we do not know that it was actually his own son, he said, "As the 
Gods have created the seven changeles~ rooms we call the hearto" The seven 
chambers or rooms and the Saptaparna also appear in the writings of Boehme, 
the German mystic, who represents the heart with seven compartmentso Anyway, 
the purpose we wish to emphasize is that the Saptaparna Cavern is the heart 
shakra in the human body, and when we realize that the great Assembly of the 
Arhats was held in the heart, we realize also that we cannot be considering 
purely histo rical personages ass~mbling somewhereo This, as we go on a little 
later, becomes of greater interest to us. 

We must now take into consideration another important consi.deratio n of 
Mahayana o We have already mentioned ann emphasized as much as we coul d the 
concept that Adi-Buddha, the first great Consciousness Meditator, actually 
represents a condition of Universal Consciousness. In the Mayhana System 
Universa.1 Consciousness is actually the only absolute Realityo Nothing else 
can actually have Eternal Existenceo Inasmuch as Consciousness being Eternal 
and Universal, in no where or place deficient, in no place superabundant, but 
in all places,in all things, both qualitative and quantitative, both in terms 
of spiritual Inner J.ffe and material. outer life 9 all things that ex.ist are 
modes of Consciousness, according to Mahayana; andConsciousness itself is an 
absolute sovereign, indestr _uctible unity. Therefore_, nonsciousness is never 
subject, in the Mahayana System, to diversity as fact, because diversity as 
appe arance and illusion can exist in Consciousness under certain condition.so 
But behind, beneath _9 and superior to all experi.ences is Consciousness as Eter
nal, unconditioned Fact, and this Consciousness is an indivisible Unity, as 
we have said, and Absolute Reality. It cannot be defined aggressively by any 
indi viduaL_ It can never be pos S"'"ssed; i. t can never be controlledo The part 
can never become the master of treWholeo Therefore, the relationship between 
the part arld the Whole becomes a ·very important element in the eth:i.cal con
cept of Eastern religious philosophyo The Wholeness, the complete Unity, Adi'... 
Buddha., is Absolute Reality in all its dimensions; Absolute Life, Absolute 
Consciousness~ Absolute Intelligence, Absolute Love . AhBolute Faith, Absolute 
of all things O For as the Mahayana po.i.nts out, there::: ore, the Absolute 
is inconceivable in terms other than those which are essent.ially good 9 there
fore it is Absolute Good. And in this concept of Absolute Integr.i ty or Ab
solute Good, the Universe is suspended by an Inner Consciousness, and is fash
ioned from a Consciousnes s a~d composed of a Consciousness which is the Abso
lute Good, the Absolute Wisdom, theAbsolute Truth, the Absolute Love.,and the 
Absolute Lifeo . 

In this state of Adi-Buddha these connitions are not considered as diff
erentiated; therefore. 1~hey remain as what Buddha called "The Grea· Ocean 11 

or 11The Eternal Sea", ~'The Unconditioned, 11 .from which all conditions emerge 
and to which all conditions must return. A condition that is everunfolding, 
but can never unfold beyond itself, but it is the extremity of its own exist
enceo Nothing can ever grow in Space or Time that can exceed Space or Time, 
other than in a relative term, because to Adi.-Buddha Time is Absolute Eternity 
in which nothing can be divided. Adi-Buddha, according to the concept of the 
Buddhist System, has in itself Eternity, which is Absolute Time, and 
that incredible) inconceivable instinct that is the Absolute Now. Therefore, 
71.e Absolute Now is the infinitely small,and the Absolute All is the infinitely 
_,.C'ea t, as far• as Time is concerned. So in the concept of Mahayana we have Con-
3Ciousness as the root of all things, within which speci.aliza tion takes place, 

_specialization which becomes Law and Art and Music and Philosophy and Religion; 
Consciousness that becomes further than thl~ all of the diversif.ied conscious 
creatures, each wi.th a Consciousness which In fact an aspect or fragment of this 
Universal Consciousnesso But all tl.ings at the point of Consciousness are one, 
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~nd as they depart from Consciousness toward manifestation they depart grad-
ually from the sense of Unity to the illusion of diversity. 11All things 
which appear different, u says Milarasp94 the great Northern Saint, "appear so 
as seen from within out. But all thingr that appear the same are seen without 
in." As we go to Cause we come to identity; as we depart from Cause we 
come to diversity O The1•ef ore, in the term which the Bu.ddhis t uses this is 
Nirvana ., It does not actually mean someone going to sleep in non-being f or
ever l\T-'Lrvana is the apperception of the Absolute Unity of expe:::,ience. There
fore, it is the experience of One_, not One as a uni.t, but One as All, beyond 
which there can be no experience possible to the human being, because there 
can be no experience beyond the conscious at-one-ment with All, which means 
All as Unit and All as some, and beyond that it is inconceivable 9 because 
no matter how far you go, you must still be within the boundaries of the 
term Alli you can never get beyond All. You may discover new things that 
prev iously were not apparently possible, but that is your experience, it is 
not the fact of Allo It still remains both All that i:s known and All that 
1-s unknown. Beyond this there can be no possible e..x'lBri.ence of Consciousness. 

Now in the development of the Arhat or Adept System, in the creation of 
the World Government and Hierarch:y, we have a series of problems which are 
infinite repetitions on different levels of the concept of Consciousness. Af
ter al l, the Adept Hierarchy is not an institution in the Mahayana System. 
It is not something that is a monument to will, pride or any condition what
ever as we know it o The Hierarchy is sj_mply a mode growing up within Con
sciousness. The Hierarchy is just exactly llke the lily of the field or any 
creature, and just as surely as the lily in its stem an~ structure is bring
ing life to millions of units within itself, within its own collective patt
ern, so the Hierarchy is an entity, it is an entirety, j_ t is a ere a ture, not 
an institutiono Tne Mahayana System states defin.itely that the Hierarchy i.s 
actually as certainly and inevitably a creature as is man, but instead of be
.ing a creature y;sible to our outer perceptions, with hands and feet, it is 
an entity which subjectively known

3 
and is made know visibly or tangibly on

ly to the mindJ the heart and the self. The Hierarchy is not a parasitegrow
.ing in nature, it is not an emergency measure created to accomplish something, 
it is not actually a bridge, although it is all of these thingso It is es
sentially an Order of Life, and we have just as much right to consider it 
such as to say Wt? have the human speci.es., the animal kingdom, the plant king
dom, the mineral kingdom., the .Hierarchyo It makes no d.ifference essentially; 
they are all normal, growing creatures fulfilling Law. They are not inciden
tal, they are not accidentalo 

No creature is man-made; no concept is man--made, actually, the socalled 
human concept of various degrees of imperfect apperception of the group_, but 
the Power behind them and the Law within them is not man-made, and anything 
that is man-made will fall with the errors of man, it must. We think now of 
Hierarchy as an Order of Life growing in Consciousness exactly as any other 
order of life grows. Now in Mahayana what causes an Order of Life to come 
into existence? An order of life comes into existence because it represents 
a mood or mode of the internal Meditation of Consciousness experiencing self
existence. In other words, all creatures, all orders of life,are degrees o:f 
Yoga ln the Eternal Self. Adi-Buddha 1.s Eternal Consciousness by the exper
i .ence of specialization wi thi.n itself and becomes conscious one after another 
of thingso The Consciousness is projected or in one way integrated to a. ser
ies of points the center of which is everywhere and the circumference nowhere. 
Let me take an example from · ollt'own experience where it is .more easy to choose 
something. You are sitting looking around the room. You are suddenly very 
much aware of a piece of furniture. You study it for a while and then you 
are aware of something else, a picture on the wall. ~hese different special
izations of awareness when carried onto the level of Universal Consc.iousness , 
result in Consciousness becoming aware of its own attributeso The moment 
1 t becomes aware of them they become r•eal and its attention is directed upon 
them, creating Or•ders of Life, which are directed forms of awareness, so.that 
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regardless of whether we think we are princes of the reaim or the most 
humble of beings, regardless of what we believe our origin to be, The Ma
hayana Buddha says we are all a kind of focus of Universal attentiono We 
are creatures that exist because Comrniousness examining and introverting 
upon itself became aware of us as among the infinite potentials of its own 
Power. Consciousness being all and accomplishing everything we become part 
of the accomplishment of everything; we become that which is released from 
potentials of potency through the awareness that Consciousness can accom
plish everything. We are a degree of that everything eternall-y manifesting 
through immense potentials of Universal Consciousness. Hierarchy, or the 
Great School is considered in exactly the same way . Thjs resource capacity 
of Consciousness is used to repre~ent certain levels or degrees of aptitude 
or manifestation . 

In the Mahayana concept of things, therefore, Adi-Budd.ha, the Eternal 
Power,experienced in the process of unfolding its own creative instinct a 
series of reactions to that which it had done. This is important psycholog
ica l ly, and we must remember that probably one of the great interests of 
Mahayana lies in its incredible psychological pattern. We cannot even touch 
:Lt in the form we have o The great University in Lhassa where the Mahayana 
S-ystem is taught of course requires twenty years of daily study just as ar
duous as in any University here, Therefore we are not going to exhaust it 
in six lessons, I assure you, but we are trying to point out certain facts, 
Have you ever seen a child make something, and having made it objectify its 
own attention upon that thing and give it attributes, It wi.11 whittle a 
little figure and then it will have a series of overtone reflexes to the 
thing it has fashioned -- a mud-piej or a drawing on a piece of paper. It 
will endow its o-w;n creature with 1"eaction . I have seen a child make a draw
ing of a dogo Af'ter, looking at a rather badly shaped dog for a little while 
it said, "Poor dog! 11 So the problem involved is the reaction of Conscious
ness to the product of itself. The moment Consciousness begins to unfold 
it develops two reactions to the constructi.on it fashions. Consciousness 
becom e s ~are of responsibi.lity in the sense that these are its creatures 
or its own crea.tions_j and it develops a degree of attachment to the product 
of i.ts own creative genius o Because they are the productsof itself and be
cause through them its own identity is revealed ultimately to itself, it 
develops a series of protective Consci .ousness mechanisms to itself, and 
these protective Consciousness mechanisms are the Bodhi,satvas. The;y are not 
personsJ as I have told you beforej they are modes of Consciousness. Just 
as the average pe1•son seeing a small child or animal injured will go to its 
defense i.nstantly because it reacts against such cruelty or action. So in 
nature every acti.on has a compensatory reaction moved by impulse of Con
sciousness in the environment or in the thing itself. Therefore, the par
ent becoming parent does not wander off and leave the child, but develops 
with the experience the Consciousness of parenthood, and the moment this is 
created Hierarch~, which is parenthood fulfillings its duty to its own man
ifestation, takes over as instinct, as impulse, as natural and inevitable 
~eaction to a condition or state. 

So Consciousness produces Hierarchy as the means of fulfilling a phase 
of its own maternity or paternity to progenyo And out of the concept of the 
progeny and the relationship, according to the Mahayana System, Consciousness 
p1•oduces two ki.nds of emanations, which I will mention briefly, but which we 
must consider at greater length. One is the Kumaras and the other is the 
Prajapatis. The Kumaras are called the Virgin Youths; and Sanatkumara, the 
greatest of the Kumaras, i.s the equivalent to the secret mean1ng of the Arch
angel Michael, because in India and among these schools the Great Kumara is 
the Ar•changel of the F'laming Sword. But the Kumaras also have another mean
ing, they are called the Seven Virgin Youths who r•emain forever children of 
fourteen years of age. The Kumaras represent a kind of Consciousness, which 
for reasons that are sufficient to The All. remain forever at a certain point 
or at a ce1•tain time 9 or condition, in Space; forever meaning, of course, 
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for the duration of the Manvantara, or the period of Manifestation; not for 
Eternity, but forever as far as a cycle of life is concernedo 

The Seven Kumaras are consequently the Seven Dhyani Buddhas in a mode or 
conditiono They are not the ones who refuse to generate or create or to grow 
up because of the fact they are rebelling against somethingo In Mahayana 
there can never be any rebellion against anything for any reason., because the 
Consciousness is at the root of everything and it can never rebel against it
selfo So what appears to be the reluctance of the Kumara is not due to them, 
because they are not persons at all as we know them, they are not even mental 
indivudalitieso The Kumaras represent a certain part of Consciousness that 
remained on a certain level to direct the rest, because if 1t had all gone at 
once into a state of obscuration there would have been no guidance or leader
ship" '.l1herefore, the Kumaras are . the Seven Powers that maintain a certain lev
el 1.n order to remain clear of the obscuration of matter" Every human being 
has a Kumaric Self wi thl.n himself o There is a certain part of the b:wnan Con
sciousness that has not been obscured, and for that reason certain other re
actions are possible !Y nature which otherwise would not be possibleo The 
Kumaras actually move,..a unit of Universal Consciousness held in suspension 
above matter without having exp~ri.enced the mystery of the adolescent im
mers1.on in emotion, which is absolutely necessary to the economy of things, 
and which remains\§ part or spark of a very important, very involved compound 
of the Higher Consciousness nature of the human being. 

The Prajapatis, then, are the Fathers or Seven Sages of another impor
tant development withln the experience of Consciousness itselfo The Ku.rnaras 
are the suspension of Consciousness at a certain level o The Prajapatis are 
the extension of Consciousness from a certain point by a circuitous route,by 
means · o.f whi.ch they are able to come around and reach mankind from the out
side as insti.tutional or gui.ded knowledgeo In other words, the Consciousness 
itself attacking the problem of the balanced equilibrium of its own parts., 
works simultaneously from withi.n and withouto From within is placed a polar
ity, the Kumara, by means of which it could never be separated from its crea
ture. Tb.e-, Kumara is the bridge; the Kumara constitutes the Antahkarana be
tween cause and effect, or between Consci.ousness and - the i.llusion,because in 
this case matter and :illusion are treated psychologically, not physically. 
It is not a matter of physical earth, it is a matter of the obscuration of 
Consciousnesso The Prag ,japatis are the Powers of Consc.iou.sness accepting the 
illusion and working from the outside in upon the substance of the beingo 
To meet their requirement the Sages became Fa them but the.ir progeny are nev
er mentionedo The Prajapatis correspond with the Rishis of the Brahmins. 
They are the ones who are the Eternal Mendicants; they are Seven Powers of 
Consciousness in this world but not of it, who must remain until the libera
tiono They are exiles, they are the voluntary sufferers, they are the Chelas 
who are in sackcloth and ashes until the Nirvana, yet they are exactly as 
though they were absorbed kn-~he illusiono They are in it but not of it. The 
Kumaras are not in i.t, and the two polarities working upon human Conscious
ness represent two phases of Consciousness within man himselfo That is why 
the great council of the Arhats takes place in man and. not somewhere in Space, 
and why all the great physiological and psychological structures of Mahayana 
ultimately come back to man himselfo 

In the individualization of Consciousness in relation to the human nec
essity, there emerges from the Grand Scheme of things these two Orders, and 
then there comes forth that mode of Consciousness which is called The Dharma. 
Now The Dharma is not Law; the nearest thi.ng we can say to Dharma is The Doc
trineo We have to experience the concept of Doctrine again entirely on a dif
ferent level. We have to free our minds from the association of Doctrine and 
Indoctr1.nat.iono The Doctrine, as it is understood :ln Mahayana, is not some
thing that requires the allegiance of any human creature; it is not something 
that imposes itself upon anything; it is not something that limits anything. 
The Doctr.ine is simply the Consci.ousness experience of Adi-Budd.ha as far as 
the requirement of the human creation is concerned" The Doctrine, in other 
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words, is the Master Plan of Consciousness for a creation_; not all creation, 
because each creat1.on must have its own method or returno Therefore, The 
Dharma simply means The Doctrine of the Way, which is according to the Con
sciousness itselfo It is not finally institutional as we know it, or any
thing that resembles ito It is not autocratic in the sense that anyone is 
ever required by it to do anythingo It is an entirely different approach, 
as we shall try to explain to you as we proceedo The Doctrine, however, be
comes a Conscious Beingo Doctrine has to have an integration, because, ac
cording to all the great systems of Asia, every impulse of Consciousness 
must have a form or it cannot manifesto Every vibrati.on of Space has a num
ber, a color and a form or i.t cannot manifest. It otherwise remains forever 
silento Ev·en as an experience of Consciousness in man it must have dimen
sions i.n Consciousness if not in f ormo Ther•efore, Doctrine cannot be merely 
an accumulation of ·beliefs or something of that kindo A Doctrine must be a 
living thing rooted in Consciousness and growing in Consciousness, releasing 
itself through Consciousness, and nourished by Consciousness. Therefore, a 
Doctrine we would think of as a physical institution of some kind, or a mor
al code or ethical code, but in.the East, noo The East realizes that the 
code if it is real and has its root in life is alive also 9 that it is not 
something that is separate from life, because what is life ultimately except 
Consciousness itself on a le¥~1 of intense sublimation or ultimate existence 
in which it may be condition7-and if it is conditioned away from life, life 
is concealed within the process of conditioning, until we have ultimately and 
abstractly the appear..ance of death, but there can be no death 9 and there can 
finally be nothing but life itself. . 

The Doctrine, therefore, is an entity in Consciousness, just as surely 
as man is primarily an entity in Consciousness and only secondarily an entity 
in formo In the Mahayana The Doctrine, which is The Dharma, is a living Pow
er and in the Eastern System is associated with the Bodhisatva Manjusri, the 
Lord of Wisdom. Now the Lord of Wisdom has nothing to do with our way of 
wisdomo The Buddhist Lord of Wi.sdom is simply defined as actual experience 
participation in the substance of Consciousnesso It has nothing to do with 
the mind, except that the mind and the heart are the instruments by which 
certain _of its works are accomplishedo But Wisdom means only one thing, Con
scious identity with Trutho Any other definition to the Eastern mind is beg
ging the questiono Therefore, Manjusri Boclliisatva, or the Great Teacher, rep
resents Wisdom as Truth applicable to human necessity, realizing that the 
Wisdom that is applicable to man is a conditioned Consciousness, and that 
there are other conditions of Consciousness. Manjusri represents Wisdom or 
Consciousness conditioned to the need of man_, and therefore containing within 
itself completely and entirely the fjrmula for the perfection of man. In 
other words, that which is necessary fnvoked out of Spaceo Necessity is for
ever fulfilling itselfo Nature abhors a vacuum, and wherever there is a re
quirement there is an inevitable fulfillment. So the Bodhisatva Manjusri 
represents in the Eastern System that phase of Consciousness which is sol1.J,
J;.ional to the mystery of humanity, because every integration or manifestation 
the Bodhisatva Manjusri is an integration, an organism, an organization, a 
living entity ensouled by the Universal Consciousness of the needed Light, 
Wisdom, Understanding, or that which is requiredo 

The Great School is composed essenti~l!,as far as humanity is concern
ed, of the parts and members of the psych±'& '.f' the Bodhisatva Manjusri o This 
is the head or Wisdom aspect of Conscious E perience, it is the Great Power, 
the Great Kumaric Power focused·upon a certain needo It is the incarnati on 
)f the Kumara, or the Bridge between the present Consciousness of man and the 
Consciousness of Uni.versals. At the same time the second polarity of thi.s 
problem incarnates also a vast ~rganism which is called the Bodhisatva Avalo
kiteshwarao This is the experience of Universal Consciousness as Compassion; 
as Compassion in the Eastern meaning of the word. Compassion to us means 
pity, and there is nothing further from the meaningo Compassion as it is de
scribed in the Eastern System in the words of one of the Eastern Monks, who 
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expressed it probably as well as anyone else, is an infinite tenderness to
ward Life in its struggle for Truth. It is a tenderness experienced not to
ward a living thing primarily, but a tenderness toward Life as an experience 
within the self, by,means of which the relationship between the individual 
and all other Life is made infinitely more 1nt.imateo The Prajapatisworking 
from the outside a-re the Powers that are drawing this attribute out of man 
through the creation of environmental stimuluso 

Let us kind of parallel these points a little bit more carefully, be
cause we need to understand certain phases of them as best we possibly can. 
Avalokita, or this infinite tenderness toward Life, represents one pole of 
the twofold attribute process of Adi-Buddha ~ One, the Manjusri Consciousness 
in man is the something that makes•him search for the answer to the questions 
of Life It is the thing that makes him bu ild t-oward Truth . Therefore, it is 
essentlally a way of the exploration toward Cause,theAvalokiteshware concept, 
or the Great Compassion principle. It is much more parallel in j_ ts working 
with our concept of Faith, as it is with the individual who is perfectly will
ing to relinquish even the search for Truth if the need of immediate service 
for the suffering of another is involved,,. In _other words, the Manjusri 
seeks to discover - Selfo The Avalokiteshwara is willing to completely forget 
Self and all of its purposes in the service of that which is inwardly sensed 
as needo Consequently 3 you have your two great Orders of Monks i.n your Mahay
ana Systemo Those who are seeking what they believe to be Universal Enlight
enment3 and the other group which is perfectly content to rest its happiness 
and Consciousness in Universal service, regardless of whether it understands 
or not o It is moved simply by the desire to help., whereas, the other is mov
ed by the desire to knowo These two, of course, are kept in constant equilib
rium in the two Systemso The individual is reminded that the more he knows 
the more he can helpo He is also reminded that the more he helps with sin
cerity the greater his capacity to know will become, and the two work one with 
the other constantly to remind the individual of the absolute requirement for 
equilibrium, without which all purpose peri.shes" All illusion is loss of equi
librium in some way, according to the physics .and bio-physics of these people. 

'11he next point that becomes important in our consideration .is to recog
nj ze that the Great School, whlch is the vehicle of the two Great Brothers 
who are represented in the Tibetan Hierarchy by the two 'fueocra tic Heads of 
the State_, the Dalai Lama and the Panchan Lama, the temporal and spiritual 
rulers of the country, representing in turn only an effort to order a physi
cal state according to a Doctrine, because the twofold rulership of two modes 
of Consciousness eternally complementing each other is part of the essential 
Doctrine of Mahayanao These two modes of Consciousness are never to be con
sidered in conflict 3 because conflict is impossible where Consciousness ex
ists. Wperever there is a sense of conflict there is an amount of illusion, 
because all illusion is conflict, and all conflict is illusiono Reality is 
that which discovers that among all dissimilar things there is no essential 
difference, and the illusion is where among all similar things we can see an 
immense number of essential differenceso In the Mahayana it is the r>-everse 
of this procedureQ The Adept Hierarchy then emerges as an organism composed 
in the body of this twofold being, in its twofold aspect as Iswara - male 
and female, or androgynous, representing the two Powers 0f the Bodhisatvao 

In the Buddhist System a Triad is created, a Trinity is formed, in the 
original Doctrine, by what is called The Buddl1a, The Dharma, and The Sangha. 
The Buddha is the Light, The Dharma is the Doctrine, and The Sangha is the 
Assembly o Therefore, it is the Light, the Doctrine and the Church or the 
Assembly, the Ecclesia J the gr1 oup which forms to admi.nis ter the Law o This 
is a series of progressive descents of experience Consciousness toward objec
tivity along which line of descent the Doctrine itself flowed in the forma
tion of the Mahayana or the Great Cart, the Large Vehicle 9 by which all be
ings are carried across the river of illusion to -µltimate unity with Being, 
Universal Consciousness O These three parts, . The Bud.dha, TheDharma and The 
Sangha, are the Light, as we have said, or Consciousness, which is the Light, 
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the Doctrine, and the Association of the Asembly. In this Buddha represents 
the . principle of Budd.hi or Universal Enlightenment. The Dharma and the Sang
ha are Manjusri and Avalokiteshwara; they are the two polaritieso In the 
Christian Mysticism the Church adorned as a bride is united to the lamba In 
the Buddhist System the Sangha or the Assembly is the female impersonation, 
Kwan Yin, or the attribute of the Great Order of Compassion, the Great Order 
of Chivalry, the Great Order of the Spiritual Quest, which is the Sangha or 
the materi.al construction for the carrying on of The Doctrinea As the Praj
apatis work from the outside, whereas the Kumaras work from the inside, so 
the Powers Manjusri and Avalokiteshvara work from within and without upon 
humanity i.n a perfect balance of the two sets of introversional and extro
version.al psychic faculties of Consciousnessa The Powers and their attributes 
are very well differentiated and recognizeda 

In this picture we next have the appearance of the School as we more or 
less apperceive it through its Body · of Arhatsa Now what is the relationship 
of the Arhats to the School? Is it the relationship of a subject to his 
prince? Is it the relationship of a citizen to a state? Is it any of these 
kinreof relationships at all'? No. According to the Northern System of Bud-...,.. 
dhism, it is the relationship of the person to himself., always, never anything 
elseo In other words, if we say the School is autocratic in demanding some
thing, we must then say the Self is autocratic in requiring something of the 
persona lity, because we are not dealing at all with a political structure; we 
are deal.ing with a dimension of Consciousness in which everything returns to 
Self a And the School in relationsh1.p to the Disciples is nearer to the Self 
than they are, because it represents a superior, and superiority only means 
proximity to Reality, nothing elseo Superiority does not mean law, temporal 
power, strength, despotism or anything of that kinda To Mahayana it means 
simply that that which is superior is that through which a greater amount of 
Universal Consciousness is manifestedo And, superiority does not imply nec
essarily the superiority of the person through vhom it is manifestingo It is 
the manifestation itself,larger because of greater facility.that constitutes 
essential superiority" Therefore., the Arhat in relation to the School is 
simply a person listening to himself, listening to the best of himselfri mov
ed by his own inspiration" When an individual says in his own heart, 'This 
I wil~o because it is the greater good," the personality usually obeys, not 
because the personality is subjugated or enslaved~ but because the personal
ity exists to fulfilL And in the relationship of the Arhat to the School 
it is the fact that the Arhat exists to fulfill" 

"Well," you may say, 11that puts the poor Arhat in a poor predicamenta" 
But let us remember there is no such a thing as a "poor Arhat"; the fact be
ing that the Arhat is not the man we seeo When we see the Holy Man or the 
Saint or the Sage, we are not seeing the Arhat, because the Arhat is not a 
person, but a mode of Consciousnesso An Arhat as we know it is only a name 
given to a person through whom a mode of Consciousness is operating. The real 
Arhat is the Consciousness and not the man9 and every Mahaya;:na mystic knows 
that and has taught it for over three thousand yearsa The Arhat is always 
invisible, because he exists only as a mode of Consciousness, and the individ
ual who attains socalled Arhatship is nothing more nor less than a person in 
whom the quality of the Consciousness level of Arhat is predominanta The Ar
hat, therefore, as in an infinite number of fables relating to the subject, 
has nothing to do actually with a person, essentiaJ.Jyo Arhatship is a level 
just as ·much as the vegetable kingdom is a level s.bove the mineral kingdoma 
Plato and Socrates refer to the higher development as the Race of Heroes in-
1abi ting another region, but the trouble is that we always assure the man to 

be the hero; and that is not what was intendedo In the Mahayana System the 
Arhat is not the person, but is the attempt of a person to reach a point where 
something superior to that person comes through him 9 and the thing that comes 
th~ough is the Arhat, not ~he person. 

Of course from a physical standpoint it is hard for us to differentiate 
clearly between the vessel and its contentsa It is difficult for us to say, 

\ 
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for instance, that the man is the faucet and the Arhat is the water, but it 
is much better to say so.~ because the moment you do say that then you imme
diately create the situati.on in whi.ch a thousand faucets can be turned on at 
onceJ each faucet dirferent but the water always the same, and there is your 
Arhat mysteryo The Arhat is always the same, because the Arhat is one, and 
the socalled manifestations are the release of Consciousness through organ
isms conditioned for that purposeo 

Discipleship in the Mahayana is not the indvidual seeking, actually, to 
grow. The.re is something peculiarly remarkable about the Mahayana Systeme The 
Mahayana Mystic or Monk has absolutely no desire to be great; he has. not the 
:slightest instinct toward ever becoming an administrator over anything; he 
wishe s no power, no authority, no wealth and no reward• His pr.imary motive 
is to be deserving of being the instrument for the release of something that 
is eternally there" 1rherefore, in the Eastern Doctrine the Mys tic when he ac
claims or makes statements to the effect he is devoted to a certain Bod..hisat
va, or is adoring or worshiping a certain Deity, ls merely making a state
ment of his own receptivity to Cosmic Power; not Cosmic Power in the sense of 
Cosm..ic strength. but Cosmic PoWS"l' in the sense of Consciousne ss .in and of 
Truth " The Mahayana Mystic or Disciple, therefore, of a Master is also plac
ed in a peculiar situatione Westerners feel that it is terrible for East
ern disciples to go around trotting a few feet behind their Master, braid.ing 
thei1• hair, combing their• beards~ and performing other such tasks o It makes 
the man initiated feel there ls a 11 ttle hypocracy going on there·• but you 
a:sk th e disciples and they will tell you that that is not the case; they are 
not doing these things for anyone; they are not humillating themselves be
fore a man because they have to or because they want to, actually, because 
the Teacher involved would be the last person in the world to require it of 
theme The only thing they are doing is attempting to discipline themselveso 
They are striving to reach a condition in which certain violent adversaries, I 
based upon illusions that have made it unlikely they can ever be the channels 1 

of a better und~rstanding _9 are d~sciplined by suc1;1 discipline s aa humbleness , \ 
detachment, patience, understanding, servicee It is not that they are serv- , 
ing anyone in the sense of another person, but they are becoming capable of 
the Consciousness of service within themselves, of helping without pride, 
without hope of reward, without vanity, dictatorship or anything except the 
simple acceptance of the Lawe 

So all these disciplines that were set up in India and Egypt and Greece 
were not little autocracies and tyrannies intended to glorify schools or sys
temse They were all of them for one purpose, to bring the individual into a 
state of internal serenity, capable of receiving into himself that which was 
necessary to otherso In other words, becoming the useful instrument for the 
dissemination of a superior Power" The Arhat in this · case is called some
times The Prince of Shamballa. There may be portraits of him, just as there 
are portraits of Krishna Jr Rama} but these portraits are only symbolical of' 
the actual Arhat, which is inevitably and always that degree of Consciousness 
beyonq. you which you are striving for, and which you must reach and attain 
by obeying its Laws, whatever those Laws of Consciousness may beo The indi
vidual experiences obedience first, visiblyj on the physical plane, and then 
inwardly on the spir1tual level of existence" Now we have to go a little 
further than that, because our Western idea of obedience is very different 
from the Eastern" Practically every word we use we have to do this witr be
fore it means what we want it to mean. To us obedience implies something dog
matic that demands our acceptancee In the East it does not imply that a 
pressure requires somethinge It rather implies that a Fact must; express it
self in its own way, and we had better not be in the way of' that way. It has 
nothing to do with a personal journey, but rather if you want a certain ef
fect in nature you must keep the Rules" If you want certain growth.to occur 
you must be true to Laws governing that growtho If you wish your flowers to 
grow in your garden you must water them and guard them and tend them; if you 
want your Consciousness to not grow, because that is what happen s in the East-
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ern System, and if you want }'our Consciousness to apparently grow j as far as 
others are concerned.:1 then you must keep its Laws, take care of it, nurtur e 
th e vehicle through which it must pass and fulfill its requirements, what
ever they may be . Remem.ber!I in the Eastern System the human Consciousness 
doe s not grow, it is only a level in the Divine Consciousness, and what we 
ca l l growth, or the enlargement of Self:; in the East is not that~ll, it i s 
mor e and more of the Universal, more and more overwhelming completely th e 
semblance of individual selfhood. Now that is a little bit difficult? be
cau se it seems to throw two things in conflict; it makes the Ego or the Self 
opposed by a vast, over·whelming something that is trying to get rid of it. 
It makes a conflict between human will and Divine Will. In the Easter n Sys 
t em there is no such conflict, becau.se human will is only a. condition of Uni
versal Will and the conflict is i.llusion, there is no real conflict at alL 

Discipleship and discipline .is the individual learning to understa nd and 
evaluate the illusion and voluntarily discard it 9 which he cannot do unti l he 
ha s experienced ito So what the East calls Growth is Consciousness growi ng 
through the individual and not the individual actually growing, any more th~n 
the tree is actually growingo{It is Life :releasing itself through the t r ee, 
and the physical phenomenon we call Gr•owth;) But Growth is the un1"'oldment of 
Life and not merely the multiplication of cell structureo In man 1 s Consci ous
ness development j_.t-- is Growth when it is measured .in the terms of Univers a l 
Consciousness enlarging within the individualo As it enlarges the indivi dual 
in turn lessenso As John says in relationship to the coming of .Jesus, "He 
shall increase, but I shall decrease "" In this sense the Ego or Self decr eas
es to the degree the Universal increases in the Consc1.ousness Compound. Be
cause actually the Ego or the Personal Self is the perfect consummatio n of 
illusion; and Universal Self is the complete liberation of Consciouness f rom 
the error of illusion, Therefore, personal values always decrease to the de
gr ee Universal Values lncrease; that is the reason wh:y the Mahayana Syst em 
:1as these two .forces working constantlyo To the degree Consciousness incr eas
es, personality must decrease, an d you can never reach a point in the Mahay
ana System where the Self locks itself with the illusion. You cannot have 
the Conscious Ego defying the Universal, because long before it can reach the 
degree of recognizin~ Universals a degree of the defiance must have peris hed 
in the personal. Therefore, you can never have an evil person attain Oons cious
ne ss, because the evil in him wi.11 au tomatically block Consciousness a nd it 
is utterly impossible for the thi ng to occur, so be-yond a certain point there 
i s no possibilit y of a Power becomi ng great and str•ong and evil, beca use its 
grea tness and its str•ength in evil must be limited to the plane of ill u s iono 

[ It can never tr anscend that pl ane and partake of any degree of Consci ous ness 
\ grea ter than its own merit, bec au se it has not achieved the state of th e Arhat, 

it h t s not become deserving, land without the deserving the thing deserve d can 
ne ver be achieved.) 

When we go on we have the Arhats as they are found in the Buddhist Doc
trine,. which f orm the Sangha or Asse·mbly, we recognize them in great gr oups, 
par ticularly the Eighteen and th e Five-hundred, called The Lohan, in Chi na. / 
Thes e form th e Great Circle of the Teachers or the Teaching Powers. Now l et 
u s st op for a moment and _see what is meant by this. Are these the series of 
dis tinguished old gentlemen of various generations who have done wonders for 
the mselves. It is nothing of the kind at all. Let us take this thought f or 
ins tance: Buddha became as the embodiment of Budd.hi, which is Insight, the 
Power of Internal Contemplation:1 and meditating upon the illusion becam e 
~war e of the Lokas and Palas; the Lokas and Palas being the condition of the 
,ph e1es of existence. In the Maha yana System it is said that Buddha had In

s ight which immediately projected itself and incarnated in all the Lok a s and 
thro ugh all the Nidana.s, or the twelve conditions of being 3 and appe a red. in 
eve ry sphere o~ Consciousness in t he mundane creation in a form appropri a t e 
to that spher e of Consci.ousness, and there gave its blessi.ng or bestowed In 
sigh t. So in the Mahayana System the Power of Buddhi, which is Insi.ght, not 
the m.an9 becomes an infinite diversi.ty of minute manifestations of' itself, 
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one of these polarized in every condition of existence from the grain of 
sand to the staro In each of these planes, or conditions, Insight took a 
form suitable tr> 1 ts own rnanifes ta tion., suitable to the condition in wh.ich 
it was manifested. This form of Insight on its level, whatever that level 
may be, became the Arhat, the Arhat simply being the distribution of the 
Principle Power through the conditions of which it in turn had become a:ware. 

In the Mahayana Doctrine we find The Buddha aware of the suffering of 
animals. Through that awareness the Bodhisatva., or the Great 011e. projec .t
ed an Arhat, or a projection of itself, into the ConsciousnesL am.the exper= 
ience life: of these creatures, so that these creatures on their own level, 
not visibly, but invisibly, from within themselves received the Dharma or 
tte Doe trine in a way they coul,d accept i t 9 which in this case would be In
sight through Instinct; but the Arhat was thereo The Arha"IE appeared in ev
ery level of human funct.ion, in every degree of ,human Cons ciousness, in every 
level of social organization; everywhere where there was an integration, 
where a group of two or more assembled, they formed a compound which was a 
compound for deservingo It became instantly the embodying vehicle for an 
Arhat, but the Arhat was not a person, but a Ray of the Consciousness of the 
Buddhi itself, In other words, the Arhat was the mode or degree of the Real
ization of the saving or preserving or enfolding Po"?er of the Doctrine. 

Now Buddha appeared in this System, and his Arhats, in a very different 
method from what was constantly referred to as World Saviour. Buddha was 
never considered a World Saviour, because in the Mahayana System the World 
Teacher is the World Saviour; the salvation is through the revelation of the 
Doctrine. The individual is moved forward; is not pulled out of something, 
but is impelled toward something. In the Eastern System, therefore, Buddha 
1s not held as a Saviour, he is rather a Revealer, and his revelation i~ 
simply that the Path of Truth is the Path in, through experience of Cnnscious
ness toward a point in which there is a reversal of polarization and Con
sciousness moves through the individual, but possesses him, and i.n that way 
sanctifies him to its own endo So in all the Eastern systems Growth is a de
serving to a point of mediation, at which the two Powers, the Kumaras and the 
Prajapatis form ~the bridge of Consciousness, and the current is reversed, or 
the reel of tne Law is turned in the opposite direction 9 and the individual 
who seeks inwardly for Truth reaches the point where he suddenly finds that 
instead of his continuing to seek, the Truth begins to move through him!/ re
versing the reel of the Law. And as he continues to receive more and more 
of the Truth he acc~ts less and less of h1mself, until finally Truth is lib
erated through the extinction of illuslon 1n the Consciousness of the person, 

1 who then is transformed from a Truth-seeker, not to a Truth-possessor, but 
f one possessed by Truth. In Mahayana Truth cannot be possessed any more than 

the oyster can possess the ocean, because it is a collective; it is the Great 
Thing in which all other things are merged and find their identityo The Ab
solute Nature of Truth is both Consciousness and Form or Force. It is some
thing which possesses, being infinitely superior to any of the units which 
are capable of individualizing within ito 

The Government of the Adept Hierarchy was set up and the first problem 
was to recapitulate this Pattern, The Hierarchy could not be set up by per
sons or beings that had not the actual experience, In other words, you 
could not set up an intellectual equivalent, because there was no Power there, 
there was only Form. The World Government as described in the Mahayana Sys
tem cannot be something trying to be like something else; it cannot be a 
human institution striving to become Divineo It cannot have any such consti
tution i.n any way, because to do so means that it would still be bound to the 
level of illusion, and therefore could not fulfill its proper i•espons1b1li ty. 
The World Government could only be in the hands of those who have actually 
ex.pe:r•ienced the Fact, and in the Mahayana System the Absolute Experience of 
the Fact makes it utterly impossible for the person who is so experienced to 
pervert that Fact 1n any degree whatsoever. You can pervert it as long as 
you think about it, believe it, maintain it to be true, and even have certain 

\ 
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psycho-metaphysical adventures in it, but the Fact when experienced in Con-
sciousness is absolute and irrevocable, because it carries with it the au
thority of the Logos, something no creature can deny or withstand, because 
he has nothing to withstand it with. It is like a dark closet gathering all 
its resources to put out a candle. There are no resources in the closet 
once the Light is lighted. Therefore, the .Hierarchy has to have in substance 
those who have experience; it cannot be composed of any intellectual group 
contemplating the experience. As a result of that the Hierarchy has to pass 
gradually from one state to another. 

At the beginning it was impossible for the Hierarchy to be composed of 
human beings, because these human beings could not have a participation in an 
experience that was so remote from-them. Now we can say that the Hierarchy 
mig..ht have been composed of those who had not forgotten. But that will not 
do on the level of humanity, because those who have not forgotten cannot say 
they are those who have experienced. The necessity for the actual. experience 
of the phenomena of the purpose of this existence in this plane of matter has 
to be . in some way involved in the Pattern. How, then, can that which has not 
experienced this condition have that authority? The answer returns to Adi~ 
Buddha. Universal Consciousness being All cannot engender within itself a 
condition which it has not experienced, any more than you can imagine some
thing you have never heard of. Therefore, the only common denomi.nator of a 
cond!tion is that which in itself knowingly and intentionally created the 
condition. That is the only common denominator~ and in the Mahayana System 
the common denominator becomes the Power of the Great Unlversal Being, Adi
Buddba., through Medi.tation) to vicariously experience that which is a con
dition of itself and therefore within itself. This experience is vicarious, 
we will say, but it is an experience infi.nitely superior to that of the crea
ture that has experienced nothing; therefore, out of it came the Order of the 
Hierarchy which was first carried or transmitted and sustained by certain 
Powerso And in these Powers, of course, we had at the root of the Hierarchy 
the Kumaras and the Prajapatis to remain and endure from the beginning to the 
end, because actually the Hi.erarchy is an unfoldment within themselves and 
they cannot walk away and leave themselves until the end. 

These Powers that must remain are not Beings that sit and overshadow 
something, they must remain because they are that thing and therefore can 
never escape it. It is vi.thin them that the occasion takes place. It is 
like the Primordial Race; the first Great Race never ceases, departs or dies, 
because all the other races are born with1.n it; therefore, it cannot perish 
witbout taking everything with it. The Seven Kumaras, therefore, remain as 
the Seven Virgin Truths that are not enmeshed in matter and must remain un
til the end, but they are on their own level. Therefore, they dictate down
ward, but are not experienced by man from below upward until .a certain time. 
The same is true of the Prajapatis who become the root of the institution 
and the source of the Great Experiment which we call Society. Society is 
nothing but the gradual unfoldment of the Universal Plan on the level of so
cial existence. And the Prajapatis create the form which is ultimately con
sidered a Utopia, and the Kumaras produce or maintain the Seven Truths which 
are the particular labor or work of the Hierarchy. These seven phases of the 
one Fact must be expounded through the seven Rays which become the Adepts or 
Masters of the Secret School. 

We have this situation set up. We have the School as an organism, but 
not at all as something imposed upon society. It is something that is part of 
the Consciousness of man himse}f; therefore . it exists within him and he ex
ists within it, and like Augustine's "City of God", it is a symboi·or a 
Great Commonwealth of Consciousness in which we all participate in various 
degrees of awareness. It is nothing imposed from the outside, nothing sus
pended, nothing authoritatively required or demanded, any more than it is by 
authority that a child grows teeth, or that we feel impelled. to create fami
lies and build homes. These are instincts, and the Hierarchy acts as a part 
of the Great Inevitable for which no rational person ever held an aversion. 
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It is not the great Universa.l Inevitable, but manmade inev1table:s with 
which we have difficulty o Hierarchy continuing to descend through the 
Schools must fulfill the same purpose exactly that the human race must ful
fill, because it is a life waveo Hierarchy must incarnate . The Invisible 
Government must become visible or manifest through the embodiment of itself . 
And the Prajapatis are building the bodies from below of the institutiona l 
form of the world concept of Order, and the Kuma:ras above are maintaing th e 
pure and complete vision of the Plan~ uncontaminated " And beneath them a re 
operating the Builders and the various Agencies and Powers that form the 
School . The School is a microcosm of the entire creation itself; it has i ts 
planets and its constellations; it has all the forms and parts -within it 
which are embodied in the experience of a Consciousness, and it is knowable 
or recognized by mortals through an inner experience. There is scarcely a 
day goes by in which someone does not write a letter to us wanting to kn ow 
the name and address of a good Arhat The individual is quite sure i.f he 
could find the right one he would be all right o The only name in our ad 
dress-book for the Arhat in every instance is Inside, because even assumi ng 
the existence of certain illustrious and important teachers in the sphere 
of reality, these teachers are only approached this way, never by climbi ng 
some di .stant mountain and searching industriously for himo Because after all 
these creatures are actually units of Consciousness experience o 

In the Mahayana System we will say an individual had always wanted t o 
see a great paintingj we will say by Leonardo o He read about itj he saw 
copies of it 9 and he wanted to see it so badly he hardly knew what to do, 
and at last by a wonderful circumstance he suddenly .found himself in the 
presence of this painting by Leonardo . He was in the presence then of ful
fillment o Something he had always desired and longed for was suddenly ap
parent to him in its proper form an~ shape 9 and it was in the original r a t h
er than the copies and descriptions7Mfich he had been previously dissati s
fied o In this case he finds the original fully meeting his expectation, 
which is not usually true in mundane affair:so But in the experience towar d 
the Hierarchy the individual is seeking from a knowledge of externals, or 
from a contemplation and consideration of certain beliefs the experience of 
exact contact or approach to proximity with the thing which he always most 
devoutly desired. If he has within hi.mself a true conception of Hierarc hy , 
if he has decided what it is and what .it 1s not, the illusion wi.11 stil1 
hold himo There is where the Mahayana System is very important in its psy 
chology, and the fact of it is demonstrated every day in everyday psychol og
ical research. P.ny ·preconception toward the nature or substance of the Fact 
will result in the Fact taking on the appearance of the preconception and 
remaining an illusion. Therefore, the infinite diversion of opinion conc ern
ing certain matters is due to the incredible but inevitable circumstance of 
each individual seeing in terms of the fulfillment of expectancyo Thus;what 
ever the individual believes that is contrary to the Fact obscures the Fact 
and poses the belief in its place. 

If you believe the Hierarchy is composed of kindly-looking old gentle 
men with long beards,. you can see them in almost any psychic disturbance, 
and you will be quite certain that it is exactly what you are looking for., 
a nd the trouble is, that is what it is. If, howeverj you wish to see the 
Adept Hierarchy in terms of a great, autocratic,real government and ex pe c t 
it to be that, it will be the most perfect despotism you have ever contac t ed, 
because you will see only what you yourself desire or determine to see . That 
is why every figure in Mahayana Buddhism representing a mode of Conscious ness 
is in a posture of Serenityo The only time in which you can see the Truth i s 
when you can free yourself of every conception of what the Truth might beo 
P.nd yet that is pretty rough, because there is a terrific situation creat ed 
hereo In the process of freeing yourself from everything that is not the 
Truth, you are virtually falling into a vacuum, assuming you can do ito Bu t 
very fe~ individuals will ever suffer from that vacuum, because we cannot 
free ourselves completely from these concepts o The individual, also, in t he 
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PrQcesses of negating every opinion he has, also comes finally to a negation 
which he decides is the Truth and that is his illusiono It is a very delicate 
situation to escape from the tyranny of our own minds, the despotism of our 
own hearts, and the determination of our own wills, and at the same time not 
suddenly become nothingo That is not easy. And that is where Serenity comes 
into the Pattern. That is the reason for the disciplines and what appears 
to be to the average individual a foolish and mistaken law of life, it is 
that the person is attempting from instructions he has received to get him
self into a state of being in which instruction can be transmuted into a fac
tual experience, and at the same time that factual experience will not be 
distorted by the self, that is, the lesser self, the personal sel.fo He has 
learned already from the System that the self and Consciousness are the ex
treme polarities of the same thing, and that the personal self is the furth
est point from the Universal Self. Instead of being merely a point in it,it 
is a qualitative interval that must be crossedo The greatest interval in 
Space ~ and yet an :!nterv&,1 that in place has no distance at all; an interval 
that in experience can be 0rossed by Consciousness when it can never be 
crossed by any determination 01· the mind or will. 

So the Mahayana System, the search for Hierarchy, is always th :rough the 
same processes forever repeating, always Serenity, the individual fulfilling 
more or less the Biblical statement, "Be still and know that I am Godo" Now 
how to be still without being blank, how to be quiet without being negative, 
how to be receptive without being weak, how to be humble without being ser
vile, how to accomplish this terrific integrity of perspective is of course 
the sub s tance of the great Tantra Discipline of Mahayana Buddhismo There
fore we go into the actual procedures by which these things are doneo At the 
moment the disciple makes this initial experience change from a normal way of 
life toward a way of dedication to Manjusri and Avalokita through the search 
for Wisdom and the service of man, the two great paths, the moment he makes 
this decision within his own Consciousness, he is by Consciousness one with 
Hierarchyo He has selected the Hierarchy because he has selected to leave the 
long, more gentle path of evolution through trial and error, through the in
evitable unfolding of Consciousness in . Tjme and Space, and he is resolved to 
make the decision toward 1rruth, and having done so he becomes a part of Hier
archy itself, for Hierarchy is that body of selfconsecrated persons conscious
ly dedicated to a Prin "ciple, as distinguished from those w.i thout dedica tiono 
Those without such dedication may live just as well, may achieve great and 
virtuous works, and there is no decision i.n this as to whether one i.s better 
than the other, but Hierarchy like a profession among men is more or less an 
individual stating his determination for a careero Not a career for this life, 
but a career for all evolutionary cycles. Having selected the career of Ser
vice, he then automatically comes under the Power of the Ray in which that 
can be done, and this is not tyranny, any more than it is tyrannical when a 
man says to you, "If you want those bulbs to sprout you had better put a lit
tle water on them." It is just fulfillmento It is the individual who longs \ 
to be of service sufficiently to do that which is necessary, and always that 
which is necessary is the exchange of an objective existence for an internal 
source of Consciousness that is awake" It is the duty of the Lanoo or the 
Disciple to open the eye of Dangma, open the Inner Eye. Not that we perceive 
transcendental wonder, that is not the thing at all, but that we experience ~ 
Universal motion of emphasis, of which we are a parto There is no interest 
in Mahayana Buddhism in phenomenon. It i.s not the individual seeking to ex
plore invisible planes OJ' things of that kind o Those are regarded as danger-

us, magical sidelines. \ The Path is toward the gradual reception into the 
objective of greater and greater Internal Life and Light, and in that way 
strengthening the ability as well as the resolution to be of use to others. 

So the moment the decision is made the individual integrates his own 
career and pattern with Hierarchy and becomes one of those who i.s selected, 
not as much selected as resolved by his own degree of unfoldment ., to enter 
this condition of Life Purpose, a Purpose to extend through Time; a Life 
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Purpose which involves the voluntary service of the release of the Universal 
Consciousness from the illusion of mattero This Consciousness, furthermore, 
is a dedication to the service of God, as the Mahayana interprets God, which 
is very different from the Westo But we serve Godo And it is an interesting 
thing that the service of God is not entirely an illusion, because we can 
serve Consciousness, although Consciousness means nothingo That is one of the 
mysteries of Mahayana; namely, that Consciousness actually is def .icient in 
nothing, yet it can be servedo And the reason why it can be served is that 
the primary service of Consciousness is the release of it through ourselves 
as individuals, and ln so doing we serve not only Consciousness but the en
tire plan of human life; because it is not that we grow better that helps, 
if that were the cause of 1.t, it would be supreme selflshness. But Mahayana 
says we do not grow better, stronger, wlser or more powerful a( It is Truth 
that grows better through the discipline we impose on ourselves a Now Truth 
in substance does not grow better, but Truth in manifestation releases more 
of itself and becomes more perfectly and obviously evi .dent . So from our 
viewpoint Truth seems to come through or enlargeo It actually does come ~ 
through, but it does not enlarge; it is merely released i nto manifestation. j 

-> So 1.n all the Systems the Mahayana Mystic or Arhat is never trying to 
be gre a t or large or more important. He is only seeking to make possible 
that that and that alone which is important has in him a perfect medium of 
expressiono He may not be perfect, but he is strivingo Therefore, it is 
not himself he is serving primarily; nor is it someone else, primarily; it 
is the source of Consciousness itself, which if released is alone of all 
things capable of performing its perfect worko That is the next step in our 
pyramid and next week we will continue. 

Notes by Virginia B. Pomeroy, 
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